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Abstract

People spend approximately 90% of their lives in indoor spaces. This brings a growing
need to ensure window views are designed to meet the health and comfort needs of occupants.
To meet this requirement, design tools that measure many view features (e.g. nature, visual
angles) and evaluate impacts of design decisions (e.g. building massing, window orientation)
in the early design phase are needed. This research surveyed living room window view
satisfaction on 590 view images with 181 participants to understand the effects of view features
given by the tool. Moreover, this paper proposed a new view property computational tool, and
aimed to verify its performance and suitability in the early design stage. The author suggests a
new window view satisfaction evaluation framework that leverages a supervised machinelearning model, which synthesizes the survey data from the first step and the view parameters
extracted from 3d model reconstructions of the 590 different window view samples. This new
view satisfaction prediction performance was compared to an existing window view
assessment framework. Results showed that prediction performance was generally high for
most surveyed responses collected, verifying the reliability of the tool. Comparisons also
showed that the tool outperformed the framework, and provided prediction accuracy. Through
this research, the author proposed a new way to quantify and promote view quality and visual
satisfaction using computational tools targeted toward the early architectural design process.
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CHAPTER 1
ENVIRONMENT

This study is led by a belief that ‘Environment’ can be a key for a secrete of space to
make people happier. Good space gives comfort and sometimes inspires residents and visitors.
Architects design through their intuition and experience, but have a relatively limited
understanding of how people perceive space and react to the physical environment. Still, there
are many unknowns about how these physical environments affect people. The author
assumes using technology could reveal and measure the value and impact of space on people
just as the laws of nature were uncovered and expressed through mathematics.

Quantifying and visualizing have advantages in persuading people and being easily
understood. Also, in the architectural design process, architects calculate the floor area,
economic value, and examine energy efficiency. However, these numbers do not translate all
the values, people feel in space. Thus, the author investigated how people react and what
physical elements really decide the value of architecture. Lessons from electives (e.g., ES lab
Research Seminar, Robotic Routines, Health Innovations, Data Mining and Machine Learning,
Coding for Design, Machine Consequence, etc.), studio works (21st Century Library, Design
and Making Across Disciplines), and research, are combined to view evaluation research and
hopefully, the outcome of the research helps designers and urban policymakers understand
the impact of the not only visible area, energy, and economic value, but also on the invisible
mental and physical health of residents, and improve living conditions.
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VIEWING

Figure 1 Window Construction Process, Jeju, South Korea

One of the important elements of architecture is the view. The view from the inside out
plays an important role in architecture, and architects make various attempts to create windows
and spaces with a better view. Although the view is a reflection of an outdoor environment of
the building, the experience of view, the moment when the inside and outside are connected
through a transparent glass, is a special experience. The author was once asked to design a
house with a good view. During the project, most design parameters such as the location,
shape, elevation, and window design of the building were planned with a focus on the view to
create a space and a window with a great nature view. This experience later became the starting
point for conducting research to help the evaluation and design of views in the author’s master
program and making the research results into a design tool.
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Figure 2 Metrics Drawing of the View House Project

Figure 3 View Angle Analysis of the Windows on the Plan
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On the other hand, this project bought the question, what it means to view. Is viewing
simply a phenomenon in which an image is formed on the retina through the refraction of light
or is it a process by which humans perceive something? What we see in the lives of modern
people who start and end their day surrounded by numerous screens, means not only the
refraction of light, but also the overlap of reality and the digital world. Through the 21st Century
Library studio, the author imagined possible answers to the following questions. What does
seeing means in the future? How the definition of the environment surrounding will expand?
How digital and reality would be integrated and how people would define their experience and
surroundings in the future.

Figure 4 Augmented Learning Experience and Environment Diagram

Figure 5 Reality World Event Integrated with Virtual Reality
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW AND INTRODUCTION

2.1 Importance of view quality
In the US, people spend more than 90% of their time indoors [1], and hence it can be
argued that the design of our indoor environments can have a significant impact on our
physical health and psychological well-being [2]. While the quality of indoor environments is
determined by several parameters, such as thermal comfort, air quality, acoustics, and daylight,
occupant view satisfaction is often reported as one of the most significant parameters when it
comes to occupant well-being [3]. In work environments, high-quality views have also been
related to quantifiable work performance, public health, and financial advantages. In one study,
the larger angular size of a window while looking at the desktop computer monitor, and
vegetation content seen within the view improved office work performance (i.e. memory recall,
and mental function) by 10-25% compared with no view [4]. Another study found that in
hospitals, in-patients who had access to a window with a view of a natural setting consistently
recovered more quickly than patients that stayed in rooms with a view of a brick wall [5]. In
addition, view quality can also affect rent prices by approximately 6% [6], and therefore is a
considerable value-add.
The existing body of research on window view mainly focused on views in office
buildings related to employees’ work performance, physical, and psychological comfort.
Waczynska. et al. [7] presented a comprehensive literature review on EN 17307 view criteria,
and only one of 26 cited publications focused on view in the residential setting. With the
emergence of SARS-CoV-2 and the lockdown and work-from-home policies, people started
spending most of their time at their own residences. This shift of living patterns has changed
the perception of window views in residential spaces. During lockdowns, people rearrange their
room furniture in favor of a window-centered layout i.e. by relocating their desks closer to
5

windows for daylight and view [8]. These behaviors are likely driven by occupants’ desire for a
connection to the outside to observe weather, time, and location [9]. With this changed
residential space usage pattern, there is a growing need to address window view quality in
residential buildings.
Increased awareness for window view can also be seen in practice within rating
systems (e.g. LEED v4.1 (EQ credit: Quality views)) and building standards (e.g. EN 17037:
Daylight in Buildings). The EN 17037 provides design recommendations by specifying
thresholds for horizontal sight angle, a distance of view content, and the number of visible
layers (i.e. foreground, landscape, and sky [10]). While the specification of design criteria in
standards encourages its evaluation in buildings, most approaches generally rely on minimum
acceptable thresholds to dictate view quality in order to avoid negative effects, and not
necessarily to promote occupant health and comfort [11].
Table 1 Review of previous research on window view variables
Variable(s)

Reference

Year

Keighley et al. [16]

1973

Ludlow [13]

1976

Butler et al. [9]
Heschong Group [4]

1989
2003

View angle

Magistrale et al. [21]

2014

Window width

Moscoso et al. [22]
Matusiak et al. [23]

2020
2016

Window height

Ne’eman et al. [24]

1970

Aspect ratio

Ludlow [13]

1976

E. Ne’eman et al. [24]

1970

Butler et al. [9]

1989

Magistrale et al. [21]

2014

Keighley et al. [16]

1973

Heschong Group [4]
Heschong Group [4]

2003
2003

Window size /
Window to wall
ratio

A number of
windows
Window
location
View angle

Experiment Setup
Physical office model with
projected view
Physical office model with
projected view
Questionnaire
Office
Projected windows with a view
on a wall
VR
Participants’ office windows
Physical classroom model with
real window views
Physical office model with
projected view
Physical classroom model with
real window views
Questionnaire
Projected windows with a view
on a wall
Physical office model with
projected view
Office
Office
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n

Evaluation Value

30

Preference

20

Preference

59
300

Preference
Work performance

25

Preference

406
106

Feeling
Preference
Acceptable window
width

318
20

Preference

59

Acceptable window
width
Preference

25

Preference

30

Preference

300
300

Work performance
Work performance

318

Aries et al. [20]

2010

Participants’ office windows

333

Room volume

Moscoso et al. [22]
Kaplan [25]

2020
2001

VR
Image Questionnaire

406
188

Sky condition /
Seasonality

Aries et al. [20]

2010

Participants’ office windows

333

Matusiak et al. [23]
Moscoso et al. [22]

2016
2020

Participants’ office windows
VR

106
406

Ulrich et al. [12]

1981

Patient’s rooms

46

Ulrich et al. [5]

1984

Image slide

18

Kaplan [25]

2001

Image Questionnaire

188

Aries et al. [20]

2010

Participants’ office windows

333

Hellinga et al. [26]
Matusiak et al. [23]

2014
2016

Image Questionnaire
Participants’ office windows

106

Ulrich et al. [5]

1984

Image slide

18

Hellinga et al. [26]
Matusiak et al. [23]
Kaplan [25]
Hellinga et al. [26]

2014
2016
2001
2014

Image Questionnaire
Participants’ office windows
Image Questionnaire
Image Questionnaire

106
188
-

Physical &
psychological
discomfort
Feeling
Preference
Physical &
psychological
discomfort
Preference
Feeling
Length of
hospitalization,
patient’s condition,
analgesic does
amount
Feeling, reaction,
heart rate, and
alpha altitude
Preference
Physical &
psychological
discomfort
View quality
Preference
Feeling, reaction,
heart rate, and
alpha altitude
View quality
Preference
Preference
View quality

Hellinga et al. [26]

2014

Image Questionnaire

-

View quality

Hellinga et al. [26]
Matusiak et al. [23]

2014
2016

106

Ne’eman et al. [24]

1970

Matusiak et al. [23]

2016

Image Questionnaire
Participants’ office windows
Physical classroom model with
real window views
Participants’ office windows

Landscape
distance

Kent and Schiavon [27]

2020

Online Image + test room with
screen

141

Space program

Moscoso et al. [22]

2020

VR

406

View quality
Preference
Acceptable window
width
Preference
Satisfaction of
connection to
outside, content,
privacy
Feeling

Distance to
window

View of nature
and building

View of water
View of
dynamic
Building style
and
maintenance
Number of
view layers
Distance to
view objects

318
106

2.2 Quantifying view quality
Considering the importance of window views, researchers investigated which variables
can be used to determine view quality [4,5] by examining different facets of the content that
can be seen (e.g. water, sky, people, cars, and landmarks [4],[12],[13]). Other than visual
aspects, factors dependent upon time, for example, within a relatively short period (e.g.
7

weather and season), or across much larger time scales (e.g. building age, architectural style,
and maintenance) can evoke either positive or negative responses when observed [14],[15].
Keighley et al. [16], and Abd-Alhamid et al. [17] found that window shape, the distance between
view objects and observers, and visibility of certain visual layers (e.g. sky) influence view quality.
Table 1 summarizes all significant view variables that have been identified in the literature.
To consolidate scientific literature and design standards, Ko et al. [18] proposed a View
Quality Index (VQI) framework, constituting three primary variables: view content, access, and
clarity. Multiplication of these (i.e. VQI = 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ∙ 𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ∙ 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ) leads to an overall evaluation

of view quality. This formula provides a relatively straightforward prediction method, but it does
not consider the nonlinear relationships conventionally found between visual satisfaction and
view quality [19,20]. Since this formula is not built upon a basis of view satisfaction survey or
experiment, there remains a paucity of evidence on view satisfaction of occupants. Through a
similar vein of research, Aries et al. [20] investigated demographic information (e.g. gender
and age), circannual mood shifts, and the physical and psychological discomfort perceived by
333 office occupants. Their study showed that it is possible to estimate occupant levels of
fatigue and satisfaction from the environment using personal information and window view
variables such as view type, view quality and distance to the window. However, the examination
is limited to a specific office environment and therefore the results are not easily transferable to
another space and hence difficult to use in design evaluation.

2.3 Tools to evaluate view quality in practice
Despite the growing availability of design and environmental simulation tools, there
remains a need for software that can conveniently evaluate and optimize view quality in early
design. View quality standards are currently defined with simple checks such as view angles
that can be measured in 2D plans and sections so that people can compute the proposed view
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quality metrics manually. Nevertheless, this kind of evaluation is still cumbersome, especially
for a larger building with many rooms to check, and therefore view quality assessment remains
impractical during the design process. In computer-aided design (CAD), view content can be
quantified computationally by testing a 3D model for visibility using rays – this approach is
known as Ray-casting and was first proposed by Benedikt [28]. Hwang and Lee [29] used Raycasting from a given point in a room to measure window parameters and obtain the 3D visible
area from the observer’s position. The ray intersection is used to identify the view element type
(e.g. building or trees) as seen from the viewing position of an occupant looking through a
window inside a scaled 3D site model. Based on this ray-casting method, Doraiswamy et al.
[30] and Ferreira et al. [31] suggested a view analysis framework and proposed a catalogbased design evaluation tool. In their framework, view quality is decided by depth of view,
visibility of landmarks, visibility of landscape, and variation of visible building styles. The
framework is developed as a view evaluation software and it is used for design discussion with
clients, considering their preferences. This framework is further annexed to urban scale datadriven decision making pipeline, Urbane [31], and the pipeline is applied in Manhattan designdevelopment case study. On the other hand, environmental performance analysis software,
Climate Studio [32], provides EN 17037 and LEED view index auto-computing functions for
designers and engineers. However, no existing tool can predict occupant view satisfaction
using a data-driven model (i.e. based on view surveys) that can interpret different view variables
and their complex interaction with occupant satisfaction.

2.4 Literature gaps and motivation of this work
Small training data sets limit existing occupant view satisfaction predictions:
Considering the importance of view and the need for view evaluation, software that can
conveniently evaluate the view quality which corresponds with occupant’s view satisfaction in
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the design process is needed. Existing research surveys and experiments on view satisfaction
are based on limited view samples. Among 26 selected studies by Waczynska. et al. [7] on
view assessment, 23 studies used an average of 6 to 7 view scenarios, and only rest three
studies used an average of 112 view scenarios. Therefore, these results are most likely not
statistically representative and may be limited to very specific view scenarios. To diversify the
view scenarios, the author conducted a survey, asking 181 participants to rate 590 unique
window view configurations in a residential setting. The intent is to enhance the fidelity of view
satisfaction analysis by covering a wider range of view scenarios.
3D model preparation for view evaluation is cumbersome and therefore rarely used in design:
Furthermore, occupant view satisfaction assessment remains a challenging
cumbersome task in design practice. This has to do with the fact that evaluation frameworks
often remain theoretical and are not implemented as ready-to-use tools that integrate
seamlessly in design processes. In addition, the configuration and setup of a 3D model that
can be used for view evaluation often is a manual task that involves sorting geometry into layers
to figure out what kind of view content category they represent. To facilitate occupant view
satisfaction evaluation in design practice, the methods presented in this paper have been
integrated into the popular Rhino/Grasshopper computer-aided design (CAD) ecosystem. This
implementation can further load labeled contextual geometry from GIS and OpenStreetMaps
through Urbano.io to facilitate the 3D model setup significantly.
Open-source survey and training data to facilitate continuous improvement of the occupant view
satisfaction model:
The training data and survey used in this research are published as an open-source
repository to facilitate future research and continuous improvement of the presented occupant
view satisfaction perdition model by expanding the number of view scenarios that the model
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has been trained on as well as diversifying the survey respondents to obtain a more
representative satisfaction rating.
Case studies demonstrate how the new prediction tool compares against existing work:
At last, to evaluate the efficacy of the tools’ high fidelity, the author carried on two case
studies. The case studies compared the view evaluation results from the tools with results from
the survey, and the existing view quality framework suggested by Ko et al. [18] on selected
window view images.
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CHAPTER 3
SEEMO: WINDOW VIEW SATISFACTION EVALUATION TOOL

The research methodology consists of three main steps. First, the author conducted
an online survey that asked 181 first-year architecture students to rate view satisfaction on 590
different window view samples. Second, the author develops a computational tool that uses
ray-casting to extract key view properties including view factors to different view content
categories and view composition parameters from a 3D CAD model. The tool is called “SeemoRaycaster” and is implemented in C# and integrates into the Rhino/Grasshopper [33,34]
design environment. Third, the author develops a new window view satisfaction evaluation
framework that is following Ko et al.’s [18] primary variables but leverages a machine-learning
model, which synthesizes the survey data from the first step and the view parameters extracted
from 3D model reconstructions of the 590 different window view samples. The trained view
satisfaction

prediction

engine

called

“Seemo-Predictor”

is

also

integrated

into

Rhino/Grasshopper and can make view satisfaction predictions on arbitrary architectural 3D
models. Lastly, the author tests the framework in two case studies and compares the prediction
results to previous work by Ko et al. [18] These processes allow comparisons to be made in
case studies 1 and 2 for this current work.

3.1 Online survey design
The survey was designed to collect subjective evaluation data on view content, view
access, privacy, and overall satisfaction. In total, 590 unique view scenarios were prepared for
evaluation. These unique view scenarios are composed out of 59 views and are then overlaid
with ten different window configurations. The author carefully selected the 59 photos showing
views with different visual elements (e.g. building, nature, people, infrastructure, etc.), which
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had content at varying distances, number of layers (e.g. landscape and sky), and was viewed
from different floor elevations. The author collected images that were plausible views occupants

Figure 6 The ten window types and 590 image samples used to evaluate view satisfaction

may encounter in urban areas. The photos were mostly taken by the author and the rest were
purchased from Adobe stock photos. In addition, images from previous studies [27,35] were
included to facilitate comparisons to the findings of these studies later. For each of the 59 view
images, ten window types were evaluated (Figure 1). The author chose window types with
different counts, sizes, aspect ratios, and window to wall ratios. Nominal room size was set to
3.8m (width), 4.3m (depth), and 3m (height). The camera position was the center of the room
with 1.2m in height and the image was produced with a commonly used 3:2 view frame ratio
[36].

Instructions were presented at the beginning of the survey, requiring respondents to
provide demographic information (i.e. age, gender, origin, architectural background, eyewear,
and eye health). A collage of every view was presented at the start of the survey, allowing
participants the opportunity to see the full range of images they were about to evaluate [37].
For each image sample, participants rated their degree of visual satisfaction on four criteria:
view content [10], view access [16,21], privacy [10], and overall rating [38]. Participants were
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asked to imagine each image was their living room view and gave their ratings to each criterion
based on the following descriptions:
View content: Refers to things you see in the view (e.g. buildings, people, and/or sky).
View access: Evaluates the adequacy of the window size and distance from the window.
Privacy: Evaluates concerns on privacy due to view content and window configuration.
Overall rating: A general evaluation for the view and window that you see.

Ratings were given on continuous scales ranging from -5 (unsatisfactory) to +5
(satisfactory) with the slider set to the neutral point (0) by default. To reduce ordering effects,
survey images were randomized [39]. Participants were randomly allocated 30 of the 590
available images to avoid fatigue [40].
The survey was distributed to first-year architecture students and their instructors and
received 181 responses. 84 participants were male and 85 were female, 4 were aged under 18,
107 were aged between 18-24 years of age, 46 were between 25-34 years, 6 participants
between 35-44 years, and 3 participants between 45-54 years. 127 participants already had an
educational background in architecture, and 36 did not.

3.2 View property computation
The Seemo-Raycaster computes view factors to visual elements found within a given
3D model, rather than simply measuring views’ general composition (e.g. horizontal layers) as
often done with image-based view analysis [23,41].
For the viewpoint, input parameters are defined to inform occupant viewing position.
Gaze direction determines view orientation (e.g. directly toward the view). Resolution and
scene angle are used to control the number of rays, and within what vertical and horizontal
angles the evenly distributed rays are shot into the model from the viewpoint (Figure 2). WV
14

features are calculated by a ray-casting function implemented three times. Rays are shot
toward the room and window mesh. Data gathered in this phase is converted into a window
area. The window area is decided by the count of rays hitting the window mesh. Moreover, rays
received from the window surface are shot again toward zone meshes to distinguish the
locational distribution of the window. Based on the Rule of Third [42], the scene is divided into
four planes, middle and center (Zone1), middle and side (Zone2), Top (Zone3), and Bottom
(Zone4). The ray count for each zone is converted into window locational distribution data. In
the third and final phase, rays collected from the window are shot again, this time through the
glazed area toward the visible view content. The number of rays received at each element type
(e.g. building, trees, etc.) is totaled to compute its area ratio. The ratio represents each
element’s visible area proportion to the window area.
To measure content distance for each element type [19], the tool calculates the
average of the close 30% distance data. This approach avoided biasing the result by small, yet
nearby objects. Information is also given for distance according to element type by
comparisons made against the distances of other element types. The breadth of information
available (e.g. feature type, and distance) depends on the content available in the view, or the
assignment of the object type within the 3D model. Since the overall window view changes
according to the floor level of a room [35], this floor level is calculated by measuring a
perpendicular distance of view position from the ground using perpendicular ray-casting.
Changes in weather were accounted for by coding the sky condition accordingly: invisible
sky= 0; overcast= 1; and clear sky= 2.
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Figure 7 Images showing a different stage of development: (a) actual site showing general scenery; (b) 3rd RayCasting and View Object Detection; and (c) Ray-Casting Process and WV Variable Detection

Table 2 A list of the 23 window view variables computed by the view property computational tool
Category
Window Size
(2)
Window
Distribution on
Rule of Thirds
Grid
(4)

Extra
(3)

Variable

Category

Variable

View Object
View factor
(8)

Br: Building View factor
Er: Equipment View factor
Tr: Tree View factor
Pr: Artificial Ground View factor
Gr: Ground Vegetation View factor
Wr: Water View factor
Dr: Dynamic View factor
Sr: Sky View factor

Distance to
View Objects
(6)

Bd: Distance to Building
Ed: Distance to Equipment
Td: Distance to Tree
Gd: Distance to Ground Vegetation
Wd: Distance to Water
Dd: Distance to Dynamic

Wn: Number of windows
Was: Sum of window areas
Z1r: Center of middle located window
area ratio
Z2r: Side of middle located window area
ratio
Z3r: Top located window area ratio
Z4r: Bottom located window area ratio
EN: Number of Visible Element Types
*View diversity
FH: Floor Heights of the viewpoint
SC: Sky Condition
*Clear sky(2), Overcast sky(1), Invisible
sky(0)
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3.3 Survey image 3D Model Reconstruction

In order to compute view properties using the Seemo-Raycaster, a 3D model is needed.
Hence, 3D models of all view scenarios used in the survey had to be reconstructed to obtain a
consistent dataset for model training. For the 59 images used in the survey 3D models of the
site had to be created (Figure 3). The 10 facades were modeled individually and are then
combined with the site models to replicate the 590 view scenarios. For most of the images,
geotag information was available so that site models including sufficient context could be
downloaded from OpenStreetMaps data [43] using Urbano.io [44]. The perspective of the view
sample image was then reconstructed by iteratively moving the Rhino viewport camera until a
good match with the photograph was achieved. Finally, details missing from the
OpenStreetMaps data such as building details and trees were added manually to match the
photo.
In some cases, however, the exact location of the photo was unknown, and/or no 3D
data was available on OpenStreetMaps. For these cases, a more manual reconstruction
approach was used. For these images, scenery found in each image was modeled in a 5-step
process: 1) A background image was placed on the wall of the 3D room model and scaled to
the size of the window; 2) Two Rhino3D viewports were created: one parallel to the wall, and
the other set to perspective (i.e. matching the camera setting used for window image rendering);
3) Within the parallel viewport, every object in the background image was traced along with
object’s silhouette; 4) The traced objects are scaled based on size estimation (e.g. one-story
height was approximate to 3.2m). The origin point of the scale was set as the perspective
camera location; 5) The actual-sized objects are moved along the view direction to fit in the
location on the perspective view.
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All 3D geometry was categorized by their view content category (such as building,
trees, dynamic, etc.) and organized using Rhino layers accordingly. For the sky layer, a sphere
(radius: 50km or greater than the site model) is created. At the center is the viewpoint.

Figure 8 3D model reconstruction of photo-based view scenarios (showing one example)
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3.4 View satisfaction prediction model
To train supervised machine learning (ML) models the survey responses and view
property features computed with the Seemo-Raycaster must be combined to generate one
consistent training data set that include the human view rating (labels) as well as the view
properties computed with the Seemo-Raycaster (features).
Using the survey responses and view property features computed with the SeemoRaycaster, supervised machine-learning (ML) models were trained to respond to each research
objective (overall rating, view content, view access, and privacy satisfaction).
181 people participated in this survey and each participant was given 30 window views
randomly selected among 590. Some participants skipped overview samples. In total 5262
rated views were collected. To improve the reliability of predictions given by the ML models,
outliers (n= 189) were discarded [45]. In addition, 48 extrema images (n= 414) were discarded
and 542 images remained. Data were trimmed using two processes: 1) Responses more than
1.5 interquartile range – either below the 25th percentile or above the 75th percentile – were
removed [46]; and 2) If the image’s standard deviation of view content scores was greater than
three units on the visual satisfaction scale, that extrema image was discarded. These two steps
were conducted using STATA 17. The final dataset consisted of 4848 survey responses
covering 542 view scenarios. Individual view ratings were converted into a mean rating for each
view scenario like the work by Aries et. al. [20]. The data was then split into model training and
model validation datasets according to an 8:2 ratio.
ML model selection and training was done with Microsoft’s ML.Net AutoML feature that
automatically tests several regression models [47] and then selects regression models with the
highest predictive performance. In this research, the author trained Auto ML for 10 seconds for
each label, testing 40 – 50 models within the time. Three tree-based models were mostly
considered: namely, Fast Forest Regression (random forest [48]), and Fast Tree Regression
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[49]. This is expected since these models tend to work well with high-dimensional data and
continuous variable prediction [50].
Permutation Feature Importance (PFI) was used to interpret the relative contribution of
each feature making a prediction [51]. These analyses revealed which computed view
properties were the most relevant for the prediction of the four abovementioned survey
responses (as per objective one). The author selected the best performing models (𝑀𝑀𝑦𝑦1 , 𝑀𝑀𝑦𝑦2 ,

𝑀𝑀𝑦𝑦3 , 𝑀𝑀𝑧𝑧1 ) from AutoML by including 23 view features into each model, and verified its

performance based on changes in the coefficient of determination (R2).

3.5 Case study 1
In the first case study, the predictive performance of the satisfaction prediction tool was
compared to Ko et al.’s [18] framework on the six window views published in their work. Since
the former only presented data of view content among four labels, comparisons were limited
to view content. Calculations were performed following the approach recommended in the
window view framework (Appendix A) [18]. To provide direct comparisons across the
framework and tool, the same viewing position in the surveyed window views, view features,
and other parameters were used (Appendix B). A problem that needed to be addressed was
that the framework outputted view quality values ranging from zero to one, while the satisfaction
scale varied from -5 to +5. This meant that the former values needed to be normalized to enable
statistical comparisons.

3.6 Case study 2
Four image-pairs (i.e. eight window views) were considered for further evaluation
(Table 3) in the second case study. Each pairing juxtaposes images with overall similar view
content but contains subtitle differences the author expected would make a difference in the
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scoring: For example, the views in Pair 1 have a fully glazed façade with views of distant highrise buildings, and nature (i.e., high visual content score according to Ko et al.’s framework,
access, and privacy). The difference is #4 includes vehicles as a dynamic, and #394 includes
people and water; while Pair 4 features fully glazed façades with views of nearby buildings and
no ground or sky visibility (i.e., low visual content and privacy, but high access). The difference
in Pair 4, is that #284 includes building equipment on the view. Pair 2 compares landscape
features that are located at the same distance from the window, but the distance of the people
in the scene varies: #550= 17m, and #520= 44m. These smaller nuances cannot be captured
by the Ko et al. framework but are considered in the presented model due to the introduction
of additional view content labels. To analyze data of the two case studies, the RMSE and mean
absolute error (MAE) gave the average difference in predictions given by the tool and Ko et
al.’s framework for each view of interest.
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Table 3 Four pairs of images (eight window views) and their variable information
Pair

Images

Variable information

#1

#4

High access

•

High privacy

•

Difference: water, dynamic
type

•

Low content

•

Low access

•

Low privacy

•

Difference: people distance

•

High content

•

High access

•

High privacy

•

Difference: sky condition

•

Low content

•

High access

•

Low privacy

•

Difference: air-conditioning

#294

#4

#284

•

#520

#3

#334

High content

#394

#2

#550

•

#154
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CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH RESULT

4.1. Model performance and Permutation Feature Importance
Table 4 shows the results of AutoML training for 10 seconds [51]. During 10 seconds,
AutoML tested 40-50 models and the table presents the best performing model’s type, R2, and
RMS-loss. R2 is the highest for the overall rating and is the lowest for view access. Among four
labels, except view access, all three labels were able to be predicted with high performance
(R2 ≥ 0.64) [52]. RMS-loss is highest for privacy and is lowest for overall rating. Overall rating
has the best R2 and RMS-loss among the four labels.

Table 4 Top1 model performance for the four survey responses
Ranking
1st Model
R2
RMS-loss

Overall Rating𝑍𝑍1

View Content 𝑌𝑌1

View Access𝑌𝑌2

Privacy𝑌𝑌3

Fast Tree Regression

Fast Tree Regression

(𝑀𝑀𝑧𝑧1 )

(𝑀𝑀𝑦𝑦1 )

(𝑀𝑀𝑦𝑦2 )
0.61

(𝑀𝑀𝑦𝑦3 )

0.66

0.88

0.68

1.07

0.90

0.89

Fast Tree Regression Fast Forest Regression

0.76

Figure 4 shows the results of the PFI analyses. To present how 23 variables’ feature
importance varies across the three other parameters, a bump chart was produced. Interestingly,
seven of the first 10 features for overall rating remain in the top 10 in privacy, five of the first 10
features remain in the top 10 in view content, and four of the top 10 overall rating features
remain in the top 10 in view access. Considering that the variability in feature ranking was
smaller when features transitioned to privacy and view content, those have a larger influence
on overall ratings compared to view access. Features that consistently appear to be important
across all four facets are: Sky view factor and Floor height of the viewpoint.
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Figure 9 Bump chart of PFI results for the four survey responses

4.2. Case Study 1 Results:
Figure 5 compares the view content satisfaction evaluation results between the Ko et
al. Framework and the new ML model using the six images that were used in previous research.
The average absolute differences is less than a 1.5 unit change on the continuous scale used
to measure visual satisfaction. In other words, the two sets of data generally show agreement
in their prediction given to the six images. Nonetheless, discrepancies emerge between some
comparisons. Some differences can be attributed to the calculation method for some of the
larger view elements. For example, the new ML model presents element type (e.g. sky, and
buildings) area as a view factor. However, the framework evaluates these and similar elements
by four inclusive visual layers: namely, sky, landscape (e.g. building), ground, and nature. Each
assigned a weighting ranging from zero (i.e. not present) to 0.25 (i.e. present) contributing to
an assessment given to view content and overall quality. For view #234, sky is visible, but the
area is small. The framework assigns a weight of 0.25 to the sky layer, but the tool gives the
more precise value representative of its area (Sky View factor = 0.03 (Appendix B)).
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For other cases, differences were caused by how dynamic information is calculated.
Although dynamic view content is in itself stochastic, both methods provide assessments for
moving features. The tool categorizes dynamic view elements (e.g. people or vehicles) from
those that are static (e.g. buildings or trees) and compute dynamic view factor and distance to
dynamic element respectively, while in the framework movement (denoted “wfmovement ”) is
determined both by the presence of movement, and the distance it can be seen from the view.
This classification is expressed by a ternary operator: 1= distant movement, 0.5= no
movement, and 0= nearby movement. In the survey, #424 obtained a lower score than #574,
but in the framework, wfmovement of #424 was higher than #574, so contrary to the survey, #424
showed a higher result, according to the framework formula (Appendix A).

Figure 10 Comparison between the prediction tool and the framework for view content

4.3. Case Study 2 Results:
Figure 6 compares evaluations for the tool, framework, and survey responses on the
four image pairs. The images are plotted in Table 3. The comparisons are done for: (a) overall
rating, (b) view content, (c) view access, and (d) privacy. The average absolute differences are
given in each plot. The differences appear to be consistently larger between the framework and
survey responses and were smaller when the latter is compared to the window view satisfaction
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prediction tool. This indicates that the tool can provide predictions that are closer to actual
responses given by the survey participants. The smallest differences between the tool and the
survey are for (a) overall rating (MAE = 0.53, RMSE = 0.65), and are largest for (d) privacy
(MAE = 1.31, RMSE=1.60).
When comparing the tool with the survey, comparing the relative score differences from
the survey and the tool for (d) privacy, one pair (#334 and #594) did not match, and this is
because the tool didn’t distinguish the difference between boats and people. The view property
computational tool perceived the vehicle and the people as the same element type, but in terms
of privacy, they had different effects on perception.
Further, when comparing the framework with the survey, for (a) overall rating (b) view
content, the framework did not reflect the trends of rising and falling of the survey result on
each pair and showed a big difference (MAE = 3.66, RMSE = 3.78 for (a), MAE = 2.03, RMSE
= 2.32 for (b)). For (c) view access, the framework and survey showed the biggest difference
(MAE = 4.43, RMSE = 4.59).
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Figure 11 Comparison between survey, view satisfaction prediction tool, and the framework
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION

This paper introduces a new view property computational tool capable of rapidly
computing myriad WV variables. The novelty of this work is centered on the need for a highfidelity tool that can reliably predict overall view quality, and constitute facets (i.e. view content,
access, and privacy), which can aid designers at the early design stage. This is also driven by
the inert need to produce high-quality views that can support the health and comfort
requirements of residential building occupants.

5.1 Important window view variables
Various WV variables have been studied through precedent research (Table 1). In this
research, 23 variables were included in a PFI analysis to find which variables were essential
and highly related to the view quality. Amongst the first three (example) variables identified, (1)
Sky view factor, (2) Distance to building, and (3) Equipment view factor, ranked in the top three
for overall view predictions. Interestingly, WV variables important to the prediction for overall
ratings are almost equally important to the prediction of privacy and view content. This
suggests that privacy and view content are highly related to the overall rating of a living room
window view. Although view content is a stronger indicator for overall view ratings, arguable
more WV variables inherently describe visual features (e.g. tree, sky, etc.), while fewer may
characterize view access. Considerations toward the latter may depend less on what
occupants see within the view and are more reliant on other spatial features (e.g. distance to
window or size of the room).
The aforementioned findings were corroborated by the Fast Forest Regression model
and Fast Tree Regression model for the four surveyed variables (Table 4). WV features given
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by the tool were able to produce high prediction accuracy (R2 ≥ 0.64) [52] for overall view
ratings, view content, and privacy. Considering that designers may generally opt to promote
overall view satisfaction, visible element types (e.g., sky, equipment, building, pavement,
ground vegetation) are among the variables that were important. Distance of certain variables
(e.g. distance to buildings, ground vegetation, trees, dynamic) was also found to be among
the strongest indicators for overall ratings. This is because the distance of variables influences
area information, as closer objects appear bigger. Besides overall quality, the utility of this tool
can also leverage specific attributes of the view (e.g. content or privacy) to meet certain building
requirements. For example, the provision of adequate visual security in certain residential
rooms (e.g. bathrooms [51]).

5.2 View Access
Prediction accuracy was moderate for view access, and may not provide equally
reliable predictions for this aspect of the view. However, it is unclear if reliable assessments for
view access are as important in residential homes compared to other applications (e.g. offices),
especially when considering that occupants have more flexibility to rearrange furniture to better
position and orientate themselves to the view (e.g. moving communal room furniture closer or
further to the window). Interestingly, many of the variables denoted important to the prediction
for view content and privacy were not as important for view access. This may be explained by
previous studies showing that “views of the outside for temporal information” is the strongest
predictor of window size [5], and the latter can be considered a reliable proxy for access.
Although a connection to the outside has been measured using survey scales [24], this cannot
be easily modeled in practice. Other methodological considerations (e.g. WV images) may not
have evaluated every facet of view access. Accessibility is also determined by the occupant
viewing distance and location [25], and not solely by the shape and size of window openings.
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In this study, views are always considered an on-axis gaze position from a constant viewing
distance from the window, while in-situ these may vary more widely.

5.3 A new tool for WV satisfaction
Even though other established approaches have been developed to measure view
quality [22,25,53–55], they are constrained to certain aspects (e.g. view content, or clarity). The
author compared the tool’s performance to the window view framework [25] capable of
measuring a much wider array of design considerations. Comparing predictions given to the
six images published in the framework, both approaches gave relatively similar evaluations for
view content (Figure 5). Small discrepancies emerged, but the differences were likely attributed
to relative (i.e., scaled from zero to one) estimations given by the framework for view features,
and precise (i.e., actual/weighted measurements) values given by the tool. Despite
comparisons showing general agreement in their predictions, it was difficult to ascertain which
was more accurate. Therefore, predictions were compared to four view pairs, and survey
responses on view satisfaction. Tool consistently outperformed the framework (Figure 6). In
other words, predictions were closer to survey responses. The author assumed that the
granularity and high fidelity to which features (e.g. water, grass, and equipment) were
measured helped minimize differences in predictions given by the tool and survey responses
provided by participants. Although Ko et al.’s framework considers many larger changes
across these image pairs, within each pair, it does not distinguish differences of more intricate
features (e.g. water, sky condition, or equipment element type (air-conditioning units)).

5.4 Limitations
In this study, the research pipeline was directed toward the requirements of occupants
in residential applications. Hence, it seemed appropriate to distribute surveys to students and
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faculty at Cornell University, helping to bridge the gap between early building design and actual
performance by matching the building typology (e.g. school dormitory) of interest to the most
appropriate occupant population. However, extrapolation of this research to other populations
(e.g. office-workers, students) and building types (e.g. offices, classrooms) may be needed to
widen the utility of this tool. To supplement this issue, the author provides the questionnaire
and data as open-source [56] for future studies, so that WV studies can be conducted with a
larger dataset.
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CHAPTER 6
VIEW ENVIRONMENT ADAPTIVE ARCHITECTURE

This research developed a new design feedback tool that can predict occupants’
satisfaction on window view in 3D simulation. To proactively use this tool, dynamic architecture
which can adjust window location and size depends on the weather, environmental change,
and occupant’s emotion can be imagined. Static architecture can provide a dynamic
experience to occupants by changing spatial relationships to outside constantly. The pavilion
suggested below was initiated by “Design and Making Across Disciplines Studio”. The concept
of the pavilion is a bio-algorithm, called reaction-diffusion which can be found in coral and
mushroom’s generation processes. Those organisms’ growth responsive to daylight, wind,
nutrition, and water. Similar to this ecosystem, the pavilion also formed and evolved to optimize
spatial experience and productivity of sustainable energy on the pavilion exterior surface.

Figure 12 Perspective Render of the Pouch Pavilion
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Figure 13 Section of the Pouch Pavilion

Figure 14 Responsive Surface of the Pouch Pavilion
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION

The author developed a new view property computational tool that rapidly measures
23 window view variables postulated to influence view satisfaction, which was investigated
through the survey. The tool is developed in a 3D CAD environment and features a
Grasshopper Plug-in embedded in Rhino3D. To verify the validity tool and its suitability within
the early stages of building design, its predictive performance was compared against an
established window view framework [18], and to surveyed satisfaction data. The following
objectives were answered from this exploration:

- Occupant’s satisfaction data on various window views consisting of different window
configurations, and view content, was collected to expand understanding of window view
quality and satisfaction.
- Trained supervised machine-learning algorithms were able to provide high prediction
accuracies for overall view satisfaction, view content, and privacy, when view features
measured by the view property computational tool acted as input data and matched with
satisfaction survey results.
- When comparing the predictions through two case studies, the tool gave closer estimates for
view satisfaction than the framework. It is believed that the granularity and high fidelity of
measurements offered by the tool facilitated more accurate predictions of satisfaction,
advocating the need for detailed window view assessments.
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The tool is capable of assisting in the design of residential window views at the early
building design stage. This not only meets the visual satisfaction requirements for residential
occupants but may also help support their health and comfort needs in tandem. In
consideration of the Covid-19 and the increased time people spend at their own residence,
there is a growing need for tools to aid in the design of window views, ensuring they remain
connected to the outside.
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